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Abstract
Background and Purpose: Multi-parametric MRI of the entire spine is technologist-dependent, time consuming, and often
limited by inhomogeneous fat suppression. We tested a technique to provide rapid automated total spine MRI screening
with improved tissue contrast through optimized fat-water separation.
Methods: The entire spine was auto-imaged in two contiguous 35 cm field of view (FOV) sagittal stations, utilizing out-ofphase fast gradient echo (FGRE) and T1 and/or T2 weighted fast spin echo (FSE) IDEAL (Iterative Decomposition of Water
and Fat with Echo Asymmetric and Least-squares Estimation) sequences. 18 subjects were studied, one twice at 3.0T (pre
and post contrast) and one at both 1.5 T and 3.0T for a total of 20 spine examinations (8 at 1.5 T and 12 at 3.0T). Images
were independently evaluated by two neuroradiologists and run through Automated Spine Survey Iterative Scan Technique
(ASSIST) analysis software for automated vertebral numbering.
Results: In all 20 total spine studies, neuroradiologist and computer ASSIST labeling were concordant. In all cases, IDEAL
provided uniform fat and water separation throughout the entire 70 cm FOV imaged. Two subjects demonstrated breast
metastases and one had a large presumptive schwannoma. 14 subjects demonstrated degenerative disc disease with associated
Modic Type I or II changes at one or more levels. FGRE ASSIST afforded subminute submillimeter in-plane resolution of
the entire spine with high contrast between discs and vertebrae at both 1.5 and 3.0T. Marrow signal abnormalities could be
particularly well characterized with IDEAL derived images and parametric maps.
Conclusion: IDEAL ASSIST is a promising MRI technique affording a rapid automated high resolution, high contrast
survey of the entire spine with optimized tissue characterization.

Introduction
Currently, MRI spine exams are technologist-dependent and lack standardization. They may also be
degraded by motion/susceptibility artifact and provide suboptimal tissue characterization, limiting
reproducibility, sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, MRI has been too time intensive and costly to
justify as a routine screening instrument or adjunct for interventional spine procedures. A conventional
multi-planar, multi-sequence MRI spine study to include separate coverage of the cervical, thoracic,
and lumbar-sacral regions may take 1–2 hrs to complete and cost several thousand dollars, particularly
if a contrast agent is to be administered.
Routine MRI T1 and T2 sequences may be somewhat limited in the detection and characterization of
vertebral marrow pathology to include metastatic disease, myeloma, and Modic Type I-III changes. T1
sequences typically provide good soft tissue contrast between normal bone marrow and most malignancies
due to the presence of fat (short T1) in the former but not in the latter. Unfortunately, normal bone marrow
may have heterogeneous or diminished lipid content, confounding interpretation. Moreover, the composition
of bone marrow changes with age. Fat fraction increases linearly with age, ranging from 20.5% in the
second and third decades of life to 49.4% in the eight or ninth decades.(Schellinger et al. 2001)
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The presence of lipid can limit the sensitivity
of conventional T2 sequences for the detection of
pathology such as metastases as both neoplasm
and lipid demonstrate relative hyperintensity with
T2 imaging. Routine chemical shift and short tau
inversion recovery (STIR) fat saturation techniques
may provide some help but have several important
limitations. Conventional chemical shift techniques
often fail when applied to large field-of-view sagittal spine imaging, consequent to magnetic field
inhomogeneity. STIR sequences, while insensitive
to such field inhomogeneity, suffers from reduced
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and mixed contrast that
is dependent on T1.(Reeder et al. 2005)
Recently, Reeder et al. described a novel
modification of the Dixon technique (Dixon, 1984),
termed IDEAL (Iterative Decomposition of Water
and Fat with Echo Asymmetric and Least-squares
Estimation). Rather than obtaining the classic
in-phase and out-of-phase images to create fat and
water images, their technique utilizes three equally
spaced intermediate phase echoes to optimize S/N
and allow accurate fat and water quantification.
While this technique has demonstrated promise in
several areas (liver, breast, heart, knee, ankle, brachial
plexus and cervical spine)(Reeder et al. 2007; Reeder
et al. 2006), to our knowledge, total spine imaging
with IDEAL has not been previously reported.
Weiss et al. developed and tested an Automated
Spine Survey Iterative Scan Technique (ASSIST)
to rapidly survey the entire spine, enabling accurate numbering of all intervertebral discs and
vertebrae.(Weiss et al. 2006; Weiss and Storrs,
2007) Their technique surveys the entire spine with
sub-millimeter in-plane resolution in less than one
minute in two contiguous auto-prescribed sagittal
sequences. Post-processing software identifies and
labels the intervertebral discs and vertebral bodies.
The MRI sequences require a total of 42 seconds
and provide coverage of all vertebrae through the
sacrum with discs prominently hyperintense in
contrast to vertebral bodies. ASSIST automated
disc detection and numbering was concordant with
neuroradiologist assignments in 50/50 cases (100%)
after mid-study parameter refinement related to a
case of vertebral planus.(Weiss et al. 2006)
However, as initially described, ASSIST provided
only 3.5 cm of sagittal coverage (7 slices at 4 mm
skip 1mm) potentially limiting evaluation of scoliotic
or mal-positioned patients. Moreover, while highly
accurate in their select population, generalization to
other populations and MR platforms was
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indeterminate as post-processing software parameters
had been optimized for their adult out-patient population utilizing a single 1.5T MRI scanner and pulse
sequence.(Weiss et al. 2006)
To rectify the aforementioned potential shortcomings, we modified ASSIST(Weiss et al. 2006)
and integrated experimental FSE IDEAL pulse
sequences(Zhiquang et al. 2006; Reeder et al.
2005), the goal being an automated multiparametric sagittal survey of the entire spine in less
than twenty minutes.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
IRB approval and informed consent was obtained. 18
subjects were studied from 04-15-06 through
04-17-07, (9 women and 9 men; 17–77 yrs old, mean
age 39 +/− 17 yrs) to include 9 patients scheduled for
a concurrent clinical MRI spine exam and 9 volunteers
not scheduled for a clinical exam. Ethnicity included
African American, White, South Pacific, and Asian.

MR Imaging
20 examinations were performed utilizing commercial
8-element spine-array coils and three GE Excite
MRI systems (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI);
8 exams at 1.5T and 12 at 3T. One subject was
studied at both 1.5 and 3.0T and one twice at 3.0T.
The latter patient was examined first without
contrast administration and on a subsequent day,
post-contrast administration.
Fast gradient-echo (FGRE) ASSIST (Weiss
et al. 2006) and fast spin-echo (FSE) IDEAL were
integrated to provide rapid assessment of both
vertebral morphology and marrow composition
throughout the entire spine. The spine, from skull
base to sacrum, was imaged in the sagittal plane
(4 mm skip 1 mm) in two automated contiguous
35 cm FOV stations providing 70 cm coverage.
All subjects received out-of-phase FGRE sequences
(512 × 352, TR 57–62 msec, TE 2.2 msec at 1.5 T
and TE 1.4 msec or 3.2 msec at 3.0 T) and
experimental FSE IDEAL (GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI) sequences, the latter with T1
and/or T2-weighting. For T1-weighting, TR ranged
from 350–750 msec, TE 14–33 msec, ET 1–4,
frequency encoding 320–512 and phase encoding
224–256. For T2-weighting, TR ranged from
1867–2600 msec, TE 20–70 msec, ET 8–10,
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frequency 320–512 and phase 224–352. Dependent
on software/hardware constraints 7, 9, or 11
sections were obtained in a single acquisition.
Acquisition time for the FGRE sequences was
21–22 sec to accommodate breath-holding and
IDEAL sequences were limited to less than five
minutes. FGRE sequences were routinely surfacecoil intensity corrected (SCIC) on-line with commercial software. The experimental IDEAL
software version tested did not provide SCIC.
Image Processing and Computer Automated
Numbering
For IDEAL sequences, decomposed fat (F) and
water (W) images, composite (F + W) chemical
shift corrected images, and difference (W-F)
images were generated on-line in the host computer. Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine (DICOM) images were transferred to
e-film( Merge Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) and
thence to Matlab 7 (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
where Water % [(W/(F + W) × 100%] maps were
generated and pseudocolor displayed.
FGRE ASSIST DICOM images were similarly
transferred to e-film (Merge Healthcare, Milwaukee,
WI), thence to Matlab 7(Mathworks, Natick, MA) and
run through the modified ASSIST analysis software
for automated disc and vertebral numbering. Modification to the initially reported algorithm (Weiss et al.
2006) include: accommodation for variable number
of sections; integration of age, gender and weight
information available in DICOM header with an
expanded database including pediatric population to
constrain search; comparing candidate disc properties
with estimated values derived from this database;
additional sequential search algorithm constraining
subsequent discs based on previous (more cephalad)
disc characteristics; reviewing intensity statistics of
candidate discs; and scoring multi-parametric features
holistically rather than as separate inclusion criteria.
Image Analysis
Images were independently evaluated on the e-film
workstation by two neuroradiologists with subspecialty CAQs (R.S.C. and K.L.W.). Studies were
compared to conventional imaging sequences where
available. For each study, the two neuroradiologists
numbered all vertebrae using the two-station FGRE
sequences and rated IDEAL fat water decomposition
over the entire 70 cm FOV imaged as either successful/homogeneous or unsuccessful (inhomogeneous).
Magnetic Resonance Insights 2008:1

The various pulse sequences and magnet platforms
(1.5T or 3.0T) were holistically rated in terms of S/N,
image contrast, coverage, spatial resolution, and
acquisition time; with the highest rated combination
chosen for a subsequent American Cancer Society
(ACS) sponsored study, now ongoing.

Results
In all 18 subjects/20 spine studies, independent
neuroradiologists (R.S.C. and K.L.W.) and computer
ASSIST labeling of all vertebrae were concordant.
In all cases, IDEAL provided uniform fat and water
separation throughout the entire 70 cm FOV imaged
(Figs. 1–3). In contradistinction, conventional
chemical shift fat suppressed images that were available for comparison, not infrequently demonstrated
regions of heterogeneous fat and water suppression
(Fig. 4). Two subjects demonstrated breast metastases (Figs. 1, 2) and one had a large presumptive
schwannoma (Fig. 3). 14 subjects demonstrated
degenerative disc disease with associated Modic
Type I or II changes at one or more levels. (Fig. 1).
FGRE ASSIST afforded subminute (21 × 2 = 42
sec), submillimeter (0.99 × 0.69 mm) in-plane resolution imaging of the entire spine, with high contrast
between discs and vertebrae at both 1.5 and 3.0T.
In all cases, marrow signal abnormalities could be
particularly well characterized with IDEAL derived
images and parametric ratio maps.

Figure 1. 52 year old woman with metastatic breast cancer involving
T11 and more subtly L3 vertebral bodies, (closed arrows); T8–9 HNP
with anterior cord impingement, (open arrow); and lower lumbar
spondylosis including anterior Modic II changes at L3–4 (arrowheads).
MRI performed at 1.5T without contrast.
a) From left to right: ASSIST auto-labeled FGRE (TR 61, TE 2.2
msec); T2-weighted FSE IDEAL (TR 2017, TE 61 msec, ET 10)
water, fat, composite (W + F), and W% map.
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b) T1 FSE IDEAL (TR 650 msec, TE 15.5 msec,
ET 3, 320 freq × 256 phase, BW 19.2 khz, freq
direction S/I, 3:33 sec ).
c) T2 FSE IDEAL (TR 1867 msec, TE 69.9
msec , ET 9, 512 freq × 288 phase, BW 25 khz,
freq direction S/I, 3:50 sec).
Total scan sequence time is 7:44 × 2 = 15 minutes
28 sec. All sequences are auto-prescribed and
total table time including setup, auto-tuning,
table translation, and image reconstructions is
approximately 20 minutes. The modified ASSIST
algorithm running in Matlab 7 (Mathworks, Natick,
MA) on a 2.80 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM PC (Intel, San
Jose, CA) auto- labels all discs and vertebrae in less
than 1 minute.
Figure 1. b) From left to right: ASSIST FGRE (TR 61, TE 2.2 msec);
T1-weighted FSE IDEAL (TR 500, TE 17 msec, ET 2) water, fat,
composite (W + F), and W% map.
Note: Increased lesion conspicuity with water and fat decomposed
images as compared to composite images, the latter being similar
to conventional FSE images with exception that IDEAL software
corrects for chemical-shift artifact. Due to replacement of marrow fat
by breast metastases, these lesions demonstrate high W% (red).
Conversely, due to fatty marrow replacement, Modic Type II changes
demonstrate low W% (blue).

Considering coverage, S/N, tissue contrast, and
time; with available software and hardware, the
following parameters were rated best by the two
neuroradiologists (R.S.C. and K.L.W.) and selected
for a prospective American Cancer Society study:
3.0T, sagittal 4 mm skip 1mm (L25 mm – R 25 mm),
11 slices, 2 stations (35 cm × 2 = 70 cm FOV). At each
station:
a) FGRE ASSIST (TR 57 msec, TE 1.4 msec,
30 degree flip angle, BW 62.5 khz, 512 freq × 352
phase, freq direction S/I , breath hold -21 sec).

Figure 2. 35 year old woman with metastatic breast cancer status post
recent radiation therapy, with prominent T5 vertebral lesion. MRI performed at 1.5T without contrast. From left to right: ASSIST auto-labeled
FGRE (TR 61, TE 2.2 msec); T2-weighted FSE IDEAL (TR 2017, TE
61 msec, ET 10) water, fat, composite (W + F), and W% map.
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Discussion
The investigation demonstrates the potential for
rapid automated imaging of the entire spine with
optimized tissue contrast afforded by uniform fatwater separation. As SCIC was not functional in
the investigation IDEAL software version provided, parametric ratio maps such as F% appeared
particularly helpful as they compensated for surface
coil intensity drop-off. Nonetheless, implementation
of SCIC for IDEAL as it has been for the clinical
FGRE would be most desirable to facilitate image
interpretation without the need to adjust window/
level setting across the large FOVs.
Rather than a comprehensive total spine exam,
2D sagittal IDEAL ASSIST should be viewed as
a screening technique, which when indicated may
be complemented with additional multi-planar
sequences. We are, however, developing automated methodology to prospectively prescribe
axial oblique images through ASSIST labeled
interspaces or other computer identified regions
of interest which deviate from the norm in terms
of morphology or signal characteristics. Additionally, we are exploring 3D sagittal ASSIST to
include fat-water decomposition sequences, which
can be subsequently reformatted in any plane and
like multi-detector volumetric CT may obviate the
need to prospectively obtain multi-planar
images.
Obtaining a gold standard, such as magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, to quantitatively measure
the accuracy and uniformity of fat-water separation
against, was beyond the scope of this investigation.
Consequently, independent ratings were performed
qualitatively rather than quantitatively by two
experienced neuroradiologists. Recently, however,
Magnetic Resonance Insights 2008:1
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Figure 3. 31 year old man presents with back pain and a schwannoma (arrow) involving the left L1 neural foramen. MRI performed at 3.0T
without and with contrast, the latter on a separate day. From left to right: ASSIST auto-labeled FGRE (TR 62, TE 3.2 msec); T2-weighted
FSE IDEAL (TR 2067, TE 52 msec, ET 10) fat and water; T1-weighted FSE IDEAL (TR 467, TE 15.5 msec, ET 2) water pre-contrast, water
post- contrast, W% post-contrast.

others have quantitatively demonstrated the
accuracy of the IDEAL technique, to include determining fat%.(Bernard et al. 2007)
As previously advocated,(Weiss et al. 2006) we
also recommend FGRE ASSIST localizers for all
thoracic or lumbar spine exams to assure correct
numbering and facilitate subsequent scan prescriptions. We have successfully implemented a similar
protocol on other magnet systems to include a 1.5T
Siemens unit (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlander,
Germany) and have achieved similar success with
the modified ASSIST automated numbering algorithm. Children as young as 9 years of age have
also been successfully studied without change in
protocol or computer algorithm. Depending on
magnet homogeneity, however, smaller children
might be more efficiently imaged with a single

large field of view acquisition. If contrast is to be
administered in conjunction with IDEAL ASSIST,
we currently recommend pre-contrast breath-hold
FGRE and T2 FSE IDEAL sequences followed by
post-contrast breath-hold FGRE and T1 FSE
IDEAL.
More study is required as well as FDA/EU
approval before FSE IDEAL ASSIST sequences
can be recommended for routine clinical examination. Other versions of IDEAL, such as RADIAL
GRASE IDEAL(Altbach et al. 2007) need to be
tested as well in conjunction with the ASSIST
protocol and compared to determine optimal
sequences over a large spectrum of pathologies.
Additionally, IDEAL sequences should be compared to the rapid dual gradient echo Dixon
sequences and fat-water separation technique

Figure 4. 69 year old breast cancer patient without evidence for metastatic disease. Post contrast images at 3T from left to right: TI-weighted
conventional FSE with chemical shift fatsaturation technique, (TR 800, TE 13.1 msec, ET 2 ) and T1-weighted IDEAL FSE (TR650,
TE 15.6 msec, ET 3) water and fat. Heterogeneous fat suppression with artifactual signal loss in upper thoracic spine (bracket) is evident
on the chemical shift fat saturated image but not on the two corresponding IDEAL images, which demonstrate homogeneous fat-water
separation. Lower in the thoracic spine, Modic Type II changes (arrow) and focal fatty fatty marrow deposition (arrowhead) can be appreciated on all three images and definitively characterized with IDEAL.
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developed by Ma.(Ma, 2004; Boehm et al. 2005)
for integration with ASSIST. While the former
affords more accurate fat-water quantification, the
latter is much faster and might be substituted for
the single echo FGRE technique described by
Weiss et al.(Weiss et al. 2006) and herein there
by permitting a sub-minute survey of the entire
spine in two breath-hold sequences.
Regarding, automated spine image analysis,
disc/vertebral identification and numbering are
only the beginning. Refinements and extensions of
such software should permit subsequent automated
image prescriptions through regions of interest,
generate measures of vertebral deformity(Genant
et al. 1993) and provide automated multi-parametric
tissue assessment.(Weiss et al. 2006; Weiss and
Storrs, 2007)

Conclusion
IDEAL ASSIST is a promising MRI technique
affording a rapid automated high resolution, high
contrast survey of the entire spine with optimized
tissue characterization. Further development and
testing is warranted.
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